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Abstract We describe a karyotypic polymorphism on
the zebra finch Z chromosome. This polymorphism was
discovered because of a difference in the position of the
centromere and because it occurs at varying frequencies
in domesticated colonies in the USA and Germany and
among two zebra finch subspecies. Using DNA fluorescent in situ hybridization to map specific Z genes and
measurements of DNA replication, we show that this
polymorphism is the result of a large pericentric inversion
involving the majority of the chromosome. We sequenced
a likely breakpoint for the inversion and found many
repetitive sequences. Around the breakpoint, there are
numerous repetitive sequences and several copies of
PAK3 (p21-activated kinase 3)-related sequences (PAK3Z)
which showed testes-specific expression by RT-PCR. Our
findings further suggest that the sequenced genome of the
zebra finch may be derived from a male heterozygote for
the Z chromosome polymorphism. This finding, in
combination with regional differences in the frequency
of the polymorphism, has important consequences for
future studies using zebra finches.
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Introduction
The zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), an oscine songbird
(Order: Passeriformes), is an important model organism for
research on brain sexual differentiation, learning, neurogenesis,
and behavioral neurobiology. Recently, the utility of this model
species has been enhanced by the sequencing of the zebra
finch genome (Warren et al. 2010), new methods for producing
transgenic finches (Agate et al. 2009), and the availability of
numerous genome resources (Replogle et al. 2008).
The sex chromosome constitution in birds is ZZ (male)/
ZW (female), the inverse of mammals (XY:male, XX:
female). Although the gene content of the Z chromosome is
similar across bird species, the zebra finch Z chromosome
shows evidence of several rearrangements relative to that of
chicken (Itoh et al. 2006). Other differences have also been
detected in the Z chromosome of these species: (1) the
existence of W chromosome repetitive sequence (ZBM)related sequences on Z chromosome in zebra finch, but not in
chicken (Itoh et al. 2008); (2) the Z-linked gene, Fem1c gene,
has a homologous sequence on W chromosome in zebra
finch, but not in other birds (Itoh et al. 2009a); and (3) the
zebra finch does not have the MHM sequence and regional
dosage compensation seen in chickens (Itoh et al. 2007,
2010). Also, as a unique feature of zebra finch species, a
germline-restricted chromosome exists only in zebra finch,
not in chicken (Pigozzi and Solari 1998; Itoh et al. 2009b).
Heteromorphic sex chromosomes are generally thought to
have arisen because of the emergence of a dominant sexdetermining gene on an autosome (Charlesworth et al. 2005;
Graves 2006, 2010). In mammals, the brain gene Sox3
appears to have mutated into a proto-Sry, adopting a testisdetermining function. Changes in the proto-Y chromosome
near Sry led to divergence in sequence from the X
chromosome and loss of recombination around this region.
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The non-recombining region accumulated transposable elements, repetitive sequences, mutation/deletion, and male
advantageous genes. The non-recombining region gradually
grew to include most of the Y chromosome. The size of the
chromosome then decreased because of the accumulation of
mutations, loss of gene function, and elimination of
sequences. Comparable changes are theorized to have
occurred in the avian lineage, except that a dominant
female-determining mutation is thought to have occurred
on the proto-W chromosome.
Karyotypic polymorphisms (translocations, inversions,
duplications, and deletions) are common in nature. These
chromosome rearrangements sometimes have a large phenotypic effect and tend to be eliminated from the population. For
example, in humans, a 60-Mb inversion occurring in the X
chromosome led to X-linked congenital adrenal hypoplasia
with hypogonadotropic hypogonadism in four related males in
a pedigree (Skinningsrud et al. 2009). On the other hand, there
are also cases of stable karyotypic polymorphisms (Schorderet
et al. 1991). In some cases, these polymorphisms have no
known phenotypic effect. For example, zebra finch chromosome 6 has two forms (telocentric and submetacentric) that
exist in domesticated populations in all possible combinations
(telo/telo, telo/sub, sub/sub; Itoh and Arnold 2005). Another
interesting example is the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia
albicollis) which has an inversion polymorphism of chromosome 2 that is correlated with variation in plumage and social
behavior (Thomas et al. 2008). Karytopic polymorphisms
have also been suggested to play an important role in the
speciation process (Price 2008; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006).
Recombination can be suppressed within the inversion (as
observed in the white-throated sparrow; Thomas et al. 2008),
leading to an accumulation of differences that can cause
genomic incompatibilities among individuals with different
chromosomal types.
In this study, we have identified a karyotypic polymorphism in zebra finch Z chromosome using metaphase spreads
and fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) mapping. Two
types of Z chromosomes were found to be widely distributed
in both domesticated and wild zebra finch populations and
have accumulated repetitive sequences and a male advantageous gene around the inversion breakpoint. The insertion of
repetitive sequences and accumulation of male-advantageous
genes reflect changes that are predicted by theory to occur in
evolving sex chromosomes.

Materials and methods
FISH and DNA replication assay
Metaphase chromosome sets were prepared from day 5–
8 embryos or skin samples from adults according to Itoh
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and Arnold (2005). FISH was carried out using the methods
described in two previous papers (Itoh and Arnold 2005,
2006). The bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) probes
for FISH mapping were listed in Itoh et al. (2006).
For the DNA replication assay, zebra finch embryonic
fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and 2% chicken serum at 37°C. When the cells were
30–40% confluent, thymidine (Sigma; final concentration
300 μg/ml) was added to the dish and cells were incubated
for an additional 16–18 h. The cells were washed three
times in fresh medium and incubated in the fourth change
of medium for 4 h. After 5-Bromo 2′-deoxyuridine (BrdU)
was added to the cultures at a final concentration of 30 μM,
cells were incubated for 60 min. Colcemid (Gibco BRL;
final concentration 5 μg/ml) was added to the culture and
the plates were incubated for additional 2 h, followed by
harvesting cells and preparation of metaphase chromosome
sets. The slides were baked at 63°C for 2 h, the DNA
denatured in 70% formamide-2xSSC at 72°C for 2 min, and
immediately chilled in ice-cold 70% ethanol for 3 min.
After dehydrating the slides with a series of ethanols (70%,
90%, and 100%) for 3 min each, FISH hybridization was
carried out using the methods described previously (Itoh
and Arnold 2005; Itoh et al. 2006). The BrdU-incorporated
DNA was detected with mouse anti-BrdU (first antibody)
and anti-mouse Texas Red (second antibody) in the same
cells in which FISH signals were detected. DNA was
counterstained with DAPI and covered with VECTASHIELD mounting medium (Vector Labs). The timing of
BrdU incorporation in this protocol results in labeling of the
late-replicating W chromosome as well as late-replicating
regions of the Z chromosome.
Genomic PCR for detection of the type of Z chromosome
In order to examine the distribution of the Z inversion
among captive and natural zebra finch populations, we
developed a PCR assay. Using PCR to predict Z chromosome type, we examined the proportions of Z chromosome
types in the samples of three colonies of domesticated birds
(UCLA, Rockefeller University, Free University Berlin) as
well as in samples of DNA from wild birds in Australia and
Lombok/West Timor. Sampling of wild birds is described in
Balakrishnan and Edwards (2009). The samples from
Lombok/West Timor are from the Timor zebra finch
subspecies (T. guttata guttata). Two zebra finch subspecies
appear to have diverged around 1 Mya (Balakrishnan and
Edwards 2009), but are known to be able to breed with
Australian zebra finches (Clayton 1990).
PCR was carried out in a 25 μl mixture containing
0.2 mM each of dNTPs, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.4 μM each of
primers, 10 ng genomic DNA, 0.25 μl of Taq polymerase
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(Invitrogen), and one tenth volume of 10× Taq buffer
(Invitrogen). The sequences of primers were ZINVG-F1
(5′-GCA CTG TCC TCT GGG TCT TC-3′) and ZINVGR1 (5′-ACT CTG GGC TAG AGG CTC CC-3′). The PCR
reaction started at 95°C for 4 min before the cycling
reaction of 40 cycles of 95°C for 45 s/60°C for 30 s/72°C
for 3 min, and then followed by a single reaction at 72°C
for 7 min. Ten microliters of the PCR reaction mixture was
separated by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis in 1× TAE at
80 V.
BAC sequencing, gene prediction, and RT-PCR
Zebra finch BAC clone, 033L23, was isolated from a BAC
library made by the Arizona Genomics Institute (www.
genome.arizona.edu; Luo et al. 2006). The sequence of
033L23 BAC DNA was determined by the Washington
University Genome Center and is now in Genbank under
accession no. AC216736 (135,150 bp). Since this BAC was
sequenced as four unordered pieces, we arranged the order
of working contigs by comparing it to the zebra finch
genome (Ensembl: www.ensembl.org) and confirming the
order by performing PCR across the BAC fragment ends
and sequencing the products. Gene prediction analysis was
performed on the BAC sequence by GENSCAN (http://
genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html).
RT-PCR was carried out in a 25 μl mixture containing
0.2 mM each of dNTPs, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.4 μM each of
primers, 10 ng genomic DNA, 0.25 μl of Taq polymerase
(Invitrogen), and one tenth volume of 10× Taq buffer
(Invitrogen) using primers for the PAK3Z gene: PAK3-2F
(5′-CTC TGA GCC TCC TCT GGA TG-3′), PAK3-1R (5′CAG CAG CAC AGA AAG TCT CG-3′). The PCR
reaction started at 95°C for 4 min before the cycling
reaction of 40 cycles of 95°C for 45 s/60°C for 30 s/72°C
for 3 min, and then followed by a single reaction at 72°C
for 7 min. Ten microliters of PCR reaction mixture was
separated by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis in 1× TAE
at 80 V.

Results
Existence of two types of Z chromosomes in zebra finch
populations
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clearly distinguishable in DAPI- or Giemsa-stained metaphases (Fig. 2 and Table 1). We previously reported the
centromere position of the Z chromosome as 42.6±1.1%,
which is approximately an average of the two Z centromere
positions (Itoh et al. 2006), probably because we measured
and averaged both Zsm and Zm. All three possible pairs of
Z chromosomes existed in males: Zsm/Zsm (Fig. 1a), Zm/
Zm (Fig. 1b), and Zsm/Zm (Fig. 1c). Based on breeding
records, it is likely that Zsm/Zm males can breed even
though they have a heteromorphic Z chromosome pair. In
females, we found both Zsm and Zm in our colony.
To further analyze the positional difference of the
centromere, we mapped several genes along the Z chromosome using FISH. DMRT1 (doublesex and mab-3 related
transcription factor 1) and HINT1 (histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1) were found in different positions
(Fig. 3). Whereas the location of DMRT1-encoding BAC
was on long arm in both Zsm and Zm, HINT1-encoding
BAC localized to the short arm in Zsm and both the short
and long arms in Zm chromosome (Fig. 3). The single
location of HINT1-encoding BAC on Zsm matches the
single location of the HINTZ gene in our previous FISHbased mapping of the zebra finch Z chromosome (Itoh et al.
2006). Thus, the HINT1-encoding BAC 033L23 is from
Zsm, and our Z map previously published reflects the gene
order of Zsm (Itoh et al. 2006). On the other hand, Zm
appeared to contain some arrangement such as an inversion
around the HINT1 gene. The unequal signal of BAC
033L23 encoding HINT1 was weaker on the short arm
than on the long arm of Zm, suggesting that the majority of
the FISH probe sequence localizes to the long arm (Fig. 3).
We also examined the location of the late replication site in
Zsm and Zm using BrdU incorporation assay. The location
of late replicated DNA was obviously different between
Zsm and Zm: The signal was on the terminus of long arm in
Zsm and on the terminus of short arm in Zm (Fig. 3). By
mapping the location of five Z chromosome genes and the
late replication locus, we found that the terminal region of
short and long arms were switched between Zsm and Zm,
leaving the locations of SPIN (spindlin), GHR (growth
hormone receptor), and DMRT1 the same (Fig. 4). These
results suggest that the one form of the Z chromosome
represents a large pericentric inversion of the other,
involving the majority of the chromosome.
Candidate region of Z chromosome inversion site

In the process of karyotyping many individuals in our
domesticated zebra finch colony, we discovered that there
were two morphological types of Z chromosomes: submetacentric Z chromosomes (Zsm) and metacentric Z
chromosomes (Zm; Figs. 1 and 2). Although the position
of centromere was close in Zsm (39.66% from p-terminus)
and Zm (45.12%), these two types of Z chromosomes were

Since the BAC clone for HINT1 gene, 033L23, likely
contains the breakpoint of the inversion, we sequenced the
entire BAC and aligned it to the published zebra finch
genome sequence (Fig. 5; Ensembl: www.ensembl.org).
The assembly of these sequences resulted in four unordered
contigs of lengths 7,022, 17,885, 21,449, and 88,494 bp.
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Fig. 1

Metaphase spreads from male zebra finches. Z chromosome
components are: a Zsm(submetacentric)/Zsm, b Zm(metacentric)/Zm,
and c Zsm/Zm. Inverted image of DAPI staining. Bar, 10 μm

Regions of these contigs mapped (BLAT) to zebra finch
chromosome Z, chromosome Z random, and chr Un,
underscoring the difficulty in the genomic assembly of this
region. Although there was a region where these two
sequences were highly homologous (Fig. 5), the region
around 0–60,000 bp in 033L23 (mainly in the 7,022- and
21,449-bp fragments from original 033L23) was strikingly
different from the corresponding region of the published
zebra finch genome sequence. Within this region, some
sequences were repeated several times in both 033L23 and
the published genome. For example, the 3-kb fragment
around the 5,851,928- to 5,855,117-bp (Z chromosome)
region of the published zebra finch genome was repeated
twice in 033L23 BAC sequence at 23,230–26,407 and
32,322–35,514 bp (Fig. 5). Although it is likely that high
repeat content has led to errors in the genomic and BAC
assembly, the existence of repeat sequences is characteristic
of breakpoint regions (Fig. 5).
In an attempt to find the inversion point within this
region (033L23, 0–60,000 bp), we designed several primer
sets within the candidate regions and performed PCR to
amplify genomic DNA. One primer set correlated perfectly
with the type of Z chromosome as determined by karyotype
in our colony (six males: Zsm/Zsm, seven males: Zsm/Zm,
one male: Zm/Zm, three females: Zsm). This primer set
amplified a 1-kb fragment from Zsm and a 3-kb fragment
from Zm (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, this primer did not
straddle the inversion breakpoint but rather detected the
existence of a 2-kb insertion sequence (data not shown)
which correlated with the type of Z chromosomes.
We further analyzed birds from the Rockefeller University (New York) colony to evaluate the correlation with
karyotype (Table 2). In birds from UCLA and Rockefeller,

Fig. 2 Z chromosome karyotypic polymorphism in UCLA zebra
finch population. Based on the location of centromere, Z chromosomes are categorized as submetacentric Z (Zsm) and metacentric Z
(Zm). Inverted image of DAPI staining
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Table 1 Ratio of the short and long arms of Zm and Zsm and the
relative centromere positions from p-terminus

Zsm
Zm

Short/long arm ratio

Centromere position (%)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0.66
0.82

0.07
0.06

39.7
45.1

2.4
1.7

SD standard deviation

the PCR result matched the karyotype in all cases except
two samples in the Zsm/Zsm male group (Table 2), which
were birds with the same parents. Thus, we consider that
PCR product is a Z chromosome polymorphism by itself,
which is a good (93% accurate) but not perfect predictor of
the karyotypic inversion.
Geographic variation in inversion frequencies
Using PCR to predict Z chromosome type, we examined
the proportions of Z chromosome types in the samples of
three colonies of domesticated birds (UCLA, Rockefeller
University, Free University Berlin) as well as in samples of
DNA from wild birds in Australia and Lombok/West
Timor. The samples from Lombok/West Timor were from
the smaller Timor zebra finch subspecies (T. guttata
guttata), which are known to be able to breed with the
Australian zebra finch (Clayton 1990). Based on our PCR
assay, we found statistically significant differences in the
frequencies of the two chromosomal morphs between the
two subspecies (χ2 =45.8, p<0.001) and between German
and American domesticated populations (χ2 =4.9, p=
0.0269; Table 3, Fig. 7, and Electronic supplementary
material Table 1).
Z-linked PAK3 gene
We sought evidence that genes near the inversion breakpoint might have been destroyed or modified because of the
Fig. 3 Location of DMRT1
(028P16, green), HINT1
(033L23, green), and late replication site (red) on Zsm and Zm
chromosomes. The signal of
033L23 was split into two spots
on Zm chromosome: stronger
signal on long arm and weaker
signal on short arm. Thus, the
origin of 033L23 BAC clone is
the Zsm chromosome since
there is only one signal. Counter
staining: DAPI

Fig. 4 Diagram of relative position of FISH signals and late
replication site on Zsm and Zm chromosomes. On the Zm chromosome, the 033L23 BAC signal (HINT1 gene) is larger at the major site
and smaller at the minor site. We have previously reported the gene
locations for the Zsm chromosome (Itoh et al. 2006)

arrangement of DNA. Using Genescan gene prediction
software, we found four putative genes (genes 1–4)
predicted within the 033L23 BAC sequence (Fig. 8).
Predicted genes 1 and 2 had homology to PAK3 (p21activated kinase 3) gene and gene 3 to HINT1 gene,
although the predicted gene sequences seem to contain
extra exons not related to PAK3 or HINT1 gene (Fig. 8). Z
chromosome PAK3-related sequences (PAK3Z) were also
found in three separate regions within 0–40 kb of 033L23
BAC clone, where we predicted the existence of inversion
breakpoint (Fig. 5). Thus, the PAK3Z gene appears to be
influenced by the inversion and was duplicated around the
breakpoint (Fig. 8).
Figure 9 shows the alignment of partial amino acid
sequences of PAK3 (human: BAC81128, chimpanzee:
BAC81129, Bornean orangutan: BAC81130, mouse:
EDL14733, African clawed frog: AAN52281, chicken:
XM_420314, and zebra finch: ENSTGUP00000004564)
and PAK3Z genes. In zebra finch, the PAK3 gene found on
chromosome 4A is highly conserved in a protein sequence
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Table 2 Number of Z chromosome combinations in Los Angeles
(UCLA) and New York (Rockefeller University) colonies

Fig. 5 Alignment of 033L23 sequence (Zsm) to the corresponding
zebra finch genome (Zm; from Ensembl: www.ensembl.org). The
region between 0 and 50,000 bp of the 033L23 BAC clone should
contain the inversion point since there are many repetitive units as an
indicator of rearrangement. Asterisk shows the location of DNA
fragment where ZINVG-F1 and ZINVG-R1 primers amplify

relative to several mammals and birds. The PAK3Z genes,
which had lower homology to mammalian PAK3 (Fig. 9),
can be considered as extra copies. PAK3Z genes in the
region of the inversion breakpoint lack some amino acids of
the conserved protein. RT-PCR for brain, lung, and gonad
samples showed that expression of PAK3Z is restricted to
the testes (Fig. 10).

Discussion
We have discovered the existence of two types of Z
chromosomes in zebra finch populations, Zsm and Zm,
recognizable by the position of centromere. Using FISH
mapping and DNA replication timing assay, we found that a
large centromeric portion of Z chromosome, comprising a
majority of the chromosome, was inverted during evolution. We have also analyzed the sequence of the BAC clone

Sex

Z chr (a)

Z chr (b)

Male
Male
Male
Female
Female

Zsm
Zsm
Zm
Zsm
Zm

Zm
Zsm
Zm

Birds
8
11
3
7
1

The type of Z chromosome polymorphism was checked by karyotyping and PCR. Although PCR could predict karyotype in a majority of
samples, two samples in Zsm/Zsm male group showed a mismatch of
the Z chromosome karyotype and the PCR result. Since these two
males were from same parents (New York colony), it is possible that
there is a population which does not have correlation of Z
chromosome type and existence of insertion

located around the breakpoint of inversion and described a
2-kb insertion fragment that correlates with the type of Z
chromosomes. Using PCR to predict the type of Z
chromosome, we have analyzed the distribution of the Z
chromosome type in a number of domesticated and wild
populations and found that the Zsm chromosome is more
frequent overall, but that frequencies vary among populations. Based on gene prediction analysis, sequences related
to PAK3 (PAK3Z) were located in this Z chromosome
inversion breakpoint region, and PAK3Z expression was
found in testes.
Based on available data, the arrangement of Zm to Zsm
chromosomes can be explained by one large-scale inversion
(Fig. 11). The physical map of the Zm chromosome is more
similar to the locations of genes and the heterochromatic
region (late replication) of the chicken Z chromosome. In
this model, the gene order of Zsm would largely match that
of Zm.
Several scenarios could explain the much higher frequency of Zsm, relative to Zm, in the zebra finch mainland
population and the contrasting higher frequency of Zm in
the Timor subspecies. One explanation is that the Timor
subspecies is the result of a small number of founders that
were predominantly Zm. Alternatively, the frequency of the
two chromosomes could have been similar originally in the
two groups, but became different because of divergent
Table 3 Regional difference of Zsm, Zm chromosome numbers in the
population
Source

Fig. 6 Identification of Z chromosome inversion type by PCR. The 3kb fragment was amplified from metacentric Z (Zm) and 1 kb from
submetacentric Z (Zsm). Animals a, d, f have metacentric Z and b, c
have submetacentric Z. e Male and has both types of Z chromosome

Los Angeles, CA (USA)
New York, NY (USA)
Germany
Australia
Lombok/West Timor

Zsm

Zm

26
19
18
61
1

17
8
2
9
17
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Fig. 7 Distribution of Zsm and
Zm chromosomes in Australia.
Bar graph shows the percentage
of each chromosomes (gray:
Zsm, black: Zm; Electronic
supplementary material Table 1).
Map was made based on the web
site (http://www.aquarius.geomar.
de/). The bar for Lombok/West
Timor is from Timor zebra finch
(T. guttata guttata) samples

selection or genetic drift. The proximity of the breakpoint to
the testis-determining gene DMRT1 (Smith et al. 2009) and
the duplication of testis-specific (perhaps male-advantageous)
PAK3 sequences around the breakpoint hint at genomic
changes that could alter male function. Perhaps the least
likely scenario is that the polymorphism evolved in the
Timor finch subspecies (T. guttata guttata) and was
reintroduced to the ancestral Australian population because
of reverse migration from Timor to Australia. Population
genetic estimates of gene flow based on these same wild
populations suggest negligible gene flow between the Lesser
Fig. 8 Genescan (http://genes.
mit.edu/GENSCAN.html)
predicted four putative genes on
033L23 BAC sequence. Genes 1
and 2 have a homology to PAK3
and gene 3 has a homology to
HINT1. Regions highly
homologous to PAK3 and
HINT1 are shown above the
line. Vertical bars indicate
putative exons identified by
Genescan, but some of these
may not be related to PAK3
and HINT1. The breakpoint of
the Z chromosome inversion is
probably somewhere within
genes 1 or 2

Sunda islands and the Australian Mainland (Balakrishnan
and Edwards, 2009). Unfortunately, we were unable to test the
reliability of the PCR method to predict Z chromosome type
for Timor zebra finch, and thus further information is needed
on the Z chromosome karyotypic forms in that subspecies.
Intriguingly, the frequencies of the chromosome morphs
vary among captive populations in Germany and the USA
that are intensively studied for research in neuroscience and
behavior. As in the wild populations, differences among
captive populations are due to the details of their history.
Zebra finches have been reared in captivity for over
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Fig. 9 Partial alignment of PAK3 protein sequences. Predicted genes 1 and 2 (Fig. 8) showed high homology to PAK3 from the other species.
Asterisks indicate conserved amino acids in all nine sequences

100 years. Using neutral markers, Forstmeier et al. (2007)
found relatively low but statistically significant genetic
differences among captive zebra finch populations. Our
study identifies a population difference that could have
functional consequences for studies of the brain and
behavior. Given the important role of the zebra finch as a
model system, a more thorough understanding of genetic
variation among natural and captive populations is
desirable.

We identified all possible combinations of the two Z
chromosome morphs. A remaining puzzle therefore is how
this polymorphism persists without causing problems
during meiosis. Because the inversion significantly changed
the gene order, meiosis would be required to proceed in an
irregular manner in order to avoid arrest at the meiotic
checkpoint. In males with a heteromorphic Z chromosome
pair (Zsm/Zm), pairing of two Z chromosomes may not
involve the entire Z chromosomes and thus might be
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similar to the restricted pairing of the pseudoautosomal
regions of sex chromosomes. The pairing could occur
either at ends of Z chromosome or large middle portion
of the chromosome, leaving the other non-aligned part(s)
unpaired. This restricted pairing and crossing over
pattern may have forced a change in the DNA sequence

of the unpaired region, especially near the inversion
breakpoint. The repetitive sequences and multiple PAK3Z
sequences near the breakpoint may be evidence for such
rearrangement.
In the zebra finch, PAK3-like genes have radiated
dramatically (Warren et al. 2010; Kong et al. 2010),
including the PAK3-Z chromosome copy found here at the
inversion breakpoint. In chicken, the PAK3 gene is found in
only a single copy and is autosomal (Ensembl; Kong et al.
2010). The zebra finch PAK3Z described here therefore
represents a duplication to the Z chromosome that occurred
after the chicken–zebra finch split. The missing amino acid
sequences of the PAK3Z protein near the breakpoint
(Fig. 12) could represent changes or loss of PAK3 function.
Among the 31 PAK3-like genes described in zebra finch
(Kong et al. 2010), at least 11 are found on the Z
chromosome (with numerous others not yet mapped to
chromosomes). Testis expression of PAK3 genes in zebra
finch is particularly interesting because the mammalian
ortholog shows restricted expression in the central nervous
system. The radiation of PAK3s therefore may be related to
the evolution of a function in the testis (Kong et al. 2010).
The locus described here from the breakpoint region shows
testis-specific expression that may reflect the evolution of a
sex-specific function, a characteristic evolutionary pattern
of sex chromosomes.
We have analyzed the karyotypes of the father and
siblings of the zebra finch from our colony (UCLA Black
17) whose genome sequence has been published (Warren et
al. 2010). The Z chromosome component was Zsm/Zm for
its father, Zsm/Zsm for one sibling, and Zsm/Zm for the
other sibling. Thus, although the mother died before her

Fig. 11 Dynamic inversion model of the zebra finch Z chromosome.
The physical map of Zm chromosome is more similar to the gene
location of chicken Z chromosome. Considering the positions of FISH
signals and late replication site on Zsm and Zm, one possible
explanation for this karyotypic polymorphism is an inversion of the
large middle region of Z chromosome. 033L23 BAC probe contains
HINT1 gene and shows two signal locations in Zm (major and minor).
The heterochromatic region on the long arm of chicken Z chromosome was reported by Hori et al. (1996). A similar region showed a
pattern of late replication based on the BrdU incorporation assay (Itoh
et al., unpublished data)

Fig. 12 Comparison of zebra finch PAK3 protein sequences to
chicken. The protein sequence of zebra finch PAK3 located on
chromosome 4 has high homology to that of the chicken (99%
identity). Predicted genes 1 and 2 from BAC clone 033L23 (Fig. 8;
Zsm) and predicted gene 5 from the published zebra finch genome
sequence (Zm; Ensembl: www.ensembl.org) have regions homologous
to chicken, but lack several amino acid sequences. The percentage of
identities to chicken is shown only for the alignment with the highest
score

Fig. 10 Testis-specific expression of PAK3 related gene located on Z
chromosome (PAK3Z). RT-PCR analysis for brain, lung, and testis/
ovary cDNA samples showed that PAK3Z expression is specific to
testis, suggesting the involvement of PAK3Z in male-specific functions
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karyotype could be analyzed, her Z chromosome should
have been Zsm. Thus, the Z chromosome pair of Black 17
would have two possibilities: Zsm/Zsm or Zm/Zsm. If
Black 17 was Zm/Zsm, the published genome sequence is
based on the two types of sequences around the inversion
point, which would complicate the assembly of contigs and
leave a region of misalignment. Our findings therefore have
important implications for the improvement of the zebra
finch genome assembly and for the study of genomics in
this important study system.
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